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ACCESS CHECK-IN

• I am hard-of-hearing. Thank you for your understanding and patience.

• Captions can be toggled with the CC button at the bottom of your Zoom window.

• This PowerPoint and the syllabus which I will be discussing are available upon request. 
If you would like to access these files now, please send Sandy a DM in the chat.

• If you would like the slides afterwards, please email me at rbest5@jhu.edu

• Of course, I am not able to do all things, but at this moment is there anything that I 
can do to make anyone feel more included or better accommodated?
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THANK YOU TO JOHNS HOPKINS’S WRITING 
PROGRAM!



HOW I BECAME INTERESTED IN 
ACCESSIBLE TEACHING…



ABLEISM AND DISABLISM

• “Ableism” is a term that has seen increased usage in recent decades.

• However, I’ve noticed a trend with colleagues and students that when people 
use the word ableism they tend to actually mean disablism.

• Disablism is “a set of assumptions (conscious or unconscious) and practices 
that promote the differential or unequal treatment of people because of actual 
or presumed disabilities” (Kumari Campbell) 

• Ableism, by contrast, “instead of situating disability as bad and focusing on that 
stigma, positively values able-bodiedness” (Dolmage).



THE DISTINCTION IS IMPORTANT FOR TWO REASONS

• Firstly, by differentiating the two terms we come to see that valuing able-
bodiedness and/or assuming that others are able-bodied is much more 
pervasive than overt prejudice and discrimination against disabled people.



THIS MEANS THAT OUR POLICIES, PRACTICES, AND 
ATTITUDES MAY BE FAR MORE ABLEIST THAN WE REALIZE

If your courses have attendance policies that automatically fail students after 
missing a certain number of classes…

you are sending an ableist message that your course is only meant for people who are 
able to physically attend and participate. 

If readings for your courses are only available as scanned PDFs…

you are sending an ableist message that your course is only meant for people 
who can read from screens or afford to print.

If you find yourself getting angry when a student falls asleep in your course…

you may be harboring an ableist attitude that your course is only meant for 
those with normal sleeping habits or who are otherwise fully rested.



ABLEISM, MOREOVER, OFTEN CONTRIBUTES DIRECTLY 
TO DISABLISM

• Even though ableism is not the same as overt prejudice and discrimination of 
disabled people, it is disabled people who tend to be affected by ableism the most.

• A rigid attendance policy, for instance, may force an able-bodied student to 
substantially deviate from their everyday preferences, and this may have severe 
consequences.

• However, when a person is unable or unwilling to comply with a strict attendance 
policy because of their disability, making them do so not only increases the likelihood 
of severe consequences; it also compromises the student’s human dignity.

• Thus, when we forward attitudes, policies, and practices that value able-bodiedness
we are also often contributing to and affirming both ableism and disablism. 

• But, what about accommodations?



ACCOMMODATIONS CAN BE MESSY

• The Americans with Disabilities Act (1990) has guaranteed access to education for millions of 
disabled people through “reasonable accommodations.”

• Yet, while accommodations are a person’s right, universities may refuse requests…

…if they decide that the financial or administrative burden is too great

…if providing the accommodation would change the nature of the academic program, 
curriculum, or class

…if the request is of a personal nature requiring personal attendants, readers, or some 
devices.



STUDENTS ALSO REGULARLY REPORT BEING DENIED 
ACCOMMODATIONS FOR OTHER REASONS AS WELL...

• … and there is often little that students can do in response. 



MOREOVER, EVEN WHEN STUDENTS DO GET THEIR 
ACCOMMODATIONS APPROVED AND PUT IN PLACE, THEY 
DO NOT ALWAYS WORK. 

And when this happens, students often report feelings of embarrassment, 
shame, and confusion about what to do.



AS TEACHERS, FOCUSING ON ACCESS IS OUR BEST 
MEANS OF COMBATTING ABLEISM

• Access is “the power, opportunity, permission, or right to come near or into 
contact with someone or something” (Williamson).

• A focus on access, therefore, “is a shift away from attempts to fix or cure 
disability on an individual level and toward an emphasis on social or legal 
interventions. Access implies social potential not dependent on correcting the 
disabled body, but instead made possible through institutional and material 
change” (Williamson).

• Thus, the first thing that we teachers can do to assist students is to ensure 
that our own policies, practices, and attitudes are as accessible as possible in 
the first place.



OUR POLICIES, PRACTICES, AND ATTITUDES ARE AN 
OPPORTUNITY TO TREAT STUDENTS HUMANELY

• “I would rather be treated humanely and have my accommodations not end up working than be 
treated like a bureaucratic problem where I’m actually accommodated”––anonymous student 
member of Advocates for Disability Awareness

• This student is describing what Mia Mingus has termed “access intimacy.”

• Access intimacy is “that elusive, hard to describe feeling when someone else ‘gets’ your access 
needs […] access intimacy is also the intimacy I feel with many other disabled and sick people who 
have an automatic understanding of access needs out of our shared similar lived experience of the 
many different ways ableism manifests in our lives.”

• These moments of connection are often hard to come by for students. Adjusting our practices to 
communicate that we value accessibility can help make them more commonplace.

• Therefore, when we strive to be more accessible, it is important to stress that access is more than 
just logistics: access is an invitation for a human interaction.

• Let’s take a look at the email I sent my class two-and-a-half weeks before classes began this 
semester…





FOR ANOTHER EXAMPLE, HERE ARE SOME TIPS FOR 
MAKING YOUR SYLLABI MORE ACCESSIBLE

• Disability should be included in your syllabi, regardless of the course (and not 
just as a special topics day/week).

• Strive to complete your syllabus and post it electronically, along with assigned 
readings, well in advance of term.
This allows students who need to adapt these materials ample time to do so.

• If you distribute your syllabus on the first day, provide 16 pt. and 12 pt. copies.

• Consider including information about counseling and other student services.



ACCESS STATEMENTS

• Put accessibility statements on your syllabi and read them aloud to students 
on the first day of class.

• Location is crucial. Moving your accessibility statement away from the 
bottom, where plagiarism and penalties are also exiled, communicates what 
you value as an instructor.

• Disability statements in syllabi often put the onus solely on the student and 
frame disability as a problem. To address this issue, choose language that 
reflects the university’s mission and your own pedagogical commitment to 
accessible education.

• Remember that students do not always have the accommodations in place 
that they need when they start your class. Leave room in your statement for 
students to speak with you about their wider access needs and experiences.

• Let’s take a look at my current Expos syllabus…



SOME GUIDELINES FOR MAKING YOUR CLASSROOM 
(MORE) ACCESSIBLE (FROM WAGGONER ET AL.)

• Reach out to students when you receive an accommodation request

• Multiform everything

• Develop alternative participation strategies

• Redefine classroom expectations

• Accommodate technology

• Think private, not public – on disclosure

• Allow enough time to accommodate changes

• Model interdependence

• Understand that you will not be able to fully meet every student’s style and needs
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